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Notice to Contributors of Articles

Persons submitting papers lor publication in the Journal
are asked to prepare material in accordance with style and
format preferences of this publication. The A~my is
aware that some of these requirements differ from the style
of other publications, but co-operation of ;l.Uthors is necessary
to achieve economy and efficiency under the Journal's
printing process.
Submission Requiremenu

Two copies of each paper, one on bond paper, and typed
double-space throughout. Only one copy is needed of photographs or illuslrations that are separate from the manuscript.
An abs1rac1 a11d biographical identification of the author
or authors with each paper.
Photographs, in black and white, glossy finish. Charts
and graphs should be done in simple, heavy lines with minimal lettering. (The editors reserve the right to select illustrations and limit photos and charts to no more than a total
of four with any single article.
Length
The Journal strives for average length of 2,500 to 3,000

words in order to accomodate more articles. Shorter items
are preferred.

A reference list at the end of an article .should include
material that might be of interest and reasonably available
to the average lay reader who wishes to delve further into a
subject rather than citations for numerous parts of the presentation or a compilation of the author's entire resurch.
If material is a digest of the author's own degree thesis;
it may be so stated in the abstract and manuscript itself,
but do not list your own thesis as a reference for your own
paper.
Use the following form, with author's last name first,
capitalized, and arranged alphabetically.
Book:

Chapter:

ANDOVER, P. 1961. A Studyo[NewRocks.
Boston, Provincial Press.
·"EXETER, C., and ANOOVER, P. 1961.
Vermont, Grantite. In Andover;,P., Editor.
A Study of New England Rocks.

Boston

Publications: ANDOVER, P. and EXETER, C.

1973,
Notes on New England Rocks. Geol. 34: 3.
(No page numbers, please).

Proofs and additional copiu

Subheadings

Include substantive meaning in subheadings. Do not use
general words such as "introduction", "method", "discus•
sion,"/or "conclusion."
Ref11en011 and symbols

Do. not use footnote numbers or asterisks in the text or
footnote materiai at the bottom of manuscript pages. Do
not use symbols, Latin or Greek letters, etc. Write out in
English words "gamma", 1 "infinity", "pi", "square root"
and similar terms.

Authors will receive one set of galley proofs for checking
and corrections. Proof changes should be limited mainly
to noting typographical errors or essential time-clement and
spelling changes. The editors reserv~ the right to bill authors
for excessive adjustments or for introduct-ion of new
material at the 'proof stage.
Along with proofs, authors will receive a form for
requesting additional copies of the Journal.
Jo.urnaJ ar.ticie.s including those from past islues, also are
available through the Xerox-University Microfilm Service,
Inc. after publication.

PROPER MAILING ADDRESS REQUIRED
A .current and complete -mailing address with zip code must be Included with papers submitted
for possible publicalion In the Journal ol the Minnesota Academy of Science. The name of an
institution or name of place where paper was presente~ Is not an adequate malllng address
lor correspondence regarding submitted papers. Home address and phone number are
desirable.
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V.
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